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 اٌؼشتٝ ? اٌٍّخـ

ا             ا ِٛظض  اٌخشعا١ٔح اٌّغٍؽح إٌّؾؤخ ٌّثٕٝ اعرشاذ١عٟ ُِٙ ٚ٘ٛ  حٌّذٜ اٌؽّا٠ح اٌّمذِذٕالؼ ٘زٖ اٌٛسلح ؽشؼ 

ٌقٛاِغ اٌؽثٛب . سوضخ اٌذساعاخ اٌغاتمح  إِا ػٍٟ ذم١١ُ اٌؽاٌح ا١ٌٙى١ٍح ٌقٛاِغ اٌخشعأح اٌّغٍؽح تؼذ ذؼشمٙا 

ٔفعاساخ اٌذاخ١ٍح ػٍٝ اٌعذساْ دْٚ ِشاػاج ػٛاًِ أخشٜ ِصً اٌعٛأة اٌّؼّاس٠ح ٌالٔفعاساخ أٚ دساعح ذؤش١ش اال

ٚاٌرؾغ١ٍ١ح ٚاٌطٛتٛغشاف١ح. ذٙذف اٌذساعح إٌٝ ِٕالؾح أرؾاس ِٛظاخ االٔفعاس اٌرٟ ذؤشش ػٍٝ اٌّمطغ األفمٟ ٌٍقٛاِغ 

تّا فٟ رٌه ِرغ١ش اٌقالتح ٚؼاٌح  اٌخشعا١ٔح اٌّغٍؽح ١ٌىْٛ ِؽٛس دساعح شالش١ح األتؼاد تٕاء  ػٍٝ ِرغ١شاخ ِخرٍفح

فٟ ٘زٖ اٌذساعح  ANSYS اٌـ ًِءٌٍقِٛؼح ٚٔٛع اٌشو١ضج. ذُ ِؽاواج ٚذؽ١ًٍ ّٔارض ػذد٠ح ِرؼذدج تاعرخذاَ تشٔاِط

ت١ا١ٔا  ِٓ خالي?  Ansysٌرم١١ُ ذؤش١ش ِٛظاخ االٔفعاس ػٍٝ فِٛؼح اٌخشعأح اٌّغٍؽح. ذُ ِٕالؾح ِخشظاخ ِؽاواج  اٌـ 
(6)

ح االٔفعاس أرؾاس ِٛظ 
(7)

ذشو١ض اٌنغو إٌّؼىظ  
(8)

ألقٝ أؽشاف  
(9)

ذُ اعرخذَ ٘زٖ إٌرائط  . ألقٝ مغو ِٕؼىظ 

عرٕراض أْ إ ٌذساعح اٌؼٛاًِ اٌّؤششج ػٍٝ اٌقٛاِغ ٚذٛف١ش ذذات١ش ؼّا٠ح إماف١ح ٌـٍقِٛؼح مذ ِٛظاخ االٔفعاس. ذُ

ا ؼ٠ٛ١ ا فٟ ذم١ًٍ ذؤش١ش ؼًّ    االٔفعاس ػٍٝ فٛاِغ اٌخشعأح اٌّغٍؽح .اعرخذاَ ٘زٖ اٌّؼٍّاخ ٠ٍؼة دٚس 

Abstract:  

This paper discusses a brief explanation of the protection extent provided for an important 

strategic building (i.e., the reinforced concrete structures of grain silos).  Past studies focused 

on either evaluating the structural condition of the Reinforced   Concrete silos after 

undergoing explosions or studying the impact of internal explosions on the walls without 

considering other factors such as architectural, operational, and   topographical aspects. The 

study aims to discuss the Blast-waves propagation affecting the horizontal section of 

reinforced concrete silos and choosing the optimal section design to be the focus of a 3D study 

based on different variables including the stiffness variable, silo filling state, type of structural 

support. Multiple numerical models have been      simulated and analyzed by using the 

ANSYS program in this study to evaluate the Blast-waves‘ effect on the reinforced concrete 

silo. Ansys simulation outputs area reflected graphically through: 1) Blast-wave propagation 

2) Concentration of reflected pressure 3) Maximum deflection 4) Maximum reflected 

pressure. These graphical results are used to study the affecting factors on the silos and 
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provide extra protection measures for the silo against Blast-waves. It was concluded that using 

these parameters plays a vital role in decreasing the blast load effect on RC silos. 

Keywords: Reinforced concrete silo; Blast load; Reflected pressure; variable Stiffness. 

1. Introduction 

  The protection of strategic structures has a significant impact on providing economic 

stability in countries, and in light of the exacerbation of the threat of terrorism, it was    

necessary to study this. Such protection can be provided by improving the structural   

characteristics of the building or using various materials capable of withstanding high   

dynamic loads (blast load). But there are some other parameters that can be controlled to 

provide more economic and practical solutions, these parameters will be discussed in this 

paper. Previous studies studied the effect of explosive loads on concrete structures from 

different aspects. The description of the phenomenon of the explosion was of great     interest. 

David Comie et al [1] The blast wave was explained as a transient air pressure wave created 

by a rapid chemical reaction. As a result, the wavefront emanates from the explosive charge 

Centre in a hemispheric form. The maximum overpressure value is    influenced by the    

distance between the explosive charge and the target (i.e., the    pressure above normal air 

pressure). Kinney and Graham [2] The explosion was defined as "a natural phenomenon 

caused by a sudden release of energy. Ngo, et al [3] defined the explosion as a large-scale, 

rapid, and unexpected release of energy. To study the blast wave propagation, Johnson, et al 

[4] investigated the varied ranges of pressure waves   produced by spherical, cubic, 

cylindrical, and tetrahedral explosive charge   specimens to see how they affected energy 

expansion. High-speed imaging was used to track the shock wave and its effects. Gebbeken 

[5] provided a brief overview of blast wave propagation and reflection. Various architectural 

approaches have been found to be beneficial in reducing the impact of explosions. Králik [6] 

compared an empirical formula for dealing with explosive waves to the numerical 

computation of the AUTODYN      algorithm taking in consideration the presence of solid 

barriers in front of structure , It was concluded that solid barriers have a major impact on the 

pressure wave. Temsah [7] analyzed the Beirut explosion by utilizing nonlinear numerical 

modelling of finite      elements to investigate the structural state of existing silos and the level 

of damage caused by the explosion. The volume of total blast waves distributed by the Beirut 

explosion silos was found to be weak, and the silos' current structural condition was found to 

be unsafe. M. Chiquito [8] investigated Blast impacts on structural elements (concrete beams 

and floors) and other construction materials (i.e., masonry panels). All structural elements 

were subjected to 16 separate large-scale tests, which were created and assessed. The test data 

was used for digital modelling and damage assessment, and it was shown that      numerical 

modelling of these tests can be used to predict future scenarios and analyses threats under 

similar conditions. Schenker [9] Largescale field blast testing was       conducted on shielded 

and unshielded concrete slabs. The experiment has aimed to (1) extract data on the original 
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concrete structure's dynamic reaction to blasting loads for verification and validation 

(V&V) of associated computer algorithms, and (2) validate the efficiency of aluminum foams 

in reducing blast wave loads. Multiple layers of aluminum foam were shown to be useful in 

providing enough protection after repeated field blast testing on shielded and unprotected 

concrete slabs. Schenker successfully obtained  time-dependent measurements of the target‘s 

responses to blast wave loads. Ismail [10] did a 3D scan of Beirut's port silos to evaluate the 

extent of the damage. Because of the limited space at Beirut Port, ABAQUS FEA was used to 

quantify the explosion's strength and determine whether the pile foundation could be utilized 

for the construction of new silos. Earth and foundations have played a positive role by 

absorbing some of the energy and reducing the energy emitted by the explosion. [11-14] The 

relationship between the change in pressure disturbance and time is shown in Figure 1. The 

value of the ambient pressure remains consistent until time "tA," after which there is a   sudden 

and rapid   increase in pressure until it reaches the "peak over-pressure (PSO)". The 

overpressure value rapidly declines as explosion waves spread, reaching ambient pressure at 

the    moment "tA + tO," which is known as "The positive phase". The "negative phase" 

follows, in which the air pressure is lower than the ambient pressure. Returning to ambient     

pressure takes longer than the previous phase, as measured by "tA + to + to-" time.  

 
Figure 1. Free-Field Pressure-Time Variation. [11-14] 

The blast wave outputs, which are critical for structural loading, were explained. The peak of 

the overpressure at the wave-front (Pso) is the area integration under the combined    pressure-

time curve during the positive phase (is), as illustrated in Figure 1, and its    equation is: 

is =  

[15] In equation (2) Friedlander discussed "Blast-wave pressure profiles" through the 

"Friedlander exponential equation" where (b) is the wave parameter. 

P(t) =  
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   For many uses, however, the approximations are quite satisfactory. Variation of      

overpressure with time is often therefore approximated by a linear decay, the duration is called 

(td). Therefore, (is) can be calculated from the approximate area of the semi       triangular area 

beneath the curve Figure 1, by using this equation: 

is =  

and therefore, the value of (td) can be calculated through the following equation: 

                        

2. Modeling of Blast interaction. 

The ANSYS workbench tool allows you to present a realistic model that is required for this 

case study's simulation and analysis. As a result, the model's components and their       

relationships must be addressed as follows: 

2.1 Blast Source Modeling:  

The explosive materials are represented by their properties that affect the explosion     outputs, 

as shown in equation No. (5) which is known as the Jones-Wilkins- Lee (JWL) equation [16, 

17].  The equations used by the ANSYS workbench program to describe the state of the 

explosion source are a result of a series of experimental programs their       development 

follows an earlier equation proposed by Jones and Miller and an equation developed by 

Wilkins. 

 

V stand for the relative volume , following the coefficients used in ANSYS.      Substitution 

of VSP (specific volume), and ⍴0 (Loading density), V will convert those expressions to a 

specific volume. The pressures given are in megabars (Mbar) unit, and the parameters are 

abbreviated as ∆, A, B, R1, R2 and are presented in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Contribution of various terms in JWL equation of state to total ambient    pressure 

for Composition B, Grade A [16, 17]. 
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2.2 Space Modeling. 

The dimensions in which the explosion occurs are known as (space). The explosion's   outputs 

are directed at the target. (Space) was proven to be air in this investigation, and EOS (equation 

of state) for air was clarified as follows: 

a) Air has EOS of Ideal Gas [18] with its material properties as shown in Eq. (6). 

 
Where γ is the adiabatic exponent, ρ is the density of air, e is internal air energy, and Pshift 

is a small initial pressure defined to give a zero-starting   pressure. 

 

b) The method of connecting and transferring for the output : The various digital      

processors in the ANSYS workbench (ANSYS 2019) use finite differences and finite volume 

approaches in most cases. This technique allows for the selective use of different numerical 

processors in modelling distinct components and regimes of different      problems. 

Individually organized meshes controlled by these numerical processors can be connected in 

space and time to calculate structural issues, fluid dynamics, and gas dynamics, as well as 

coupled problems (for example fluid Structure, gas structure, structure-structure, etc.). The 

Lagrange processor for modelling solid continua and   structure, Euler processors for 

modelling fluids, gases, and large distortion, ALE (Arbitrary Lagrange Euler) processor for 

specialized flow models, and Shell processor for modelling thin structural elements are all 

included in the ANSYS workbench. 

 

2.3 Target Modeling. 

The goal in this stage of our study is reinforced concrete modeling and therefore           a 

representation of its components must be studied. The previous studies stated that the 

definition of concrete behavior under the influence of high-speed dynamic stresses are   

represented by two aspects: a) Description of the porosity of concrete EOS model.        b) 

Definition of concrete's compressive strength by RHT model. This can be explained as the 

follows:  

a) EOS Concrete Model.[19] Figure 3 shows how the pore crush pressure and compaction 

pressure are important in the volumetric compaction model. The model becomes elastic at a 

pressure equal to the pore crush pressure. When pore collapse occurs, the associated   

micromechanical effects reduce the volumetric stiffness of the material, resulting in a   

significant drop in the effective bulk modulus. The material's porosity is represented by an 

internal variable that indicates the ratio of the matrix material's density to the density of the 

porous concrete.  
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Figure 3 Schematical description of the p-α equation of state[19]. 

 

b) The RHT Concrete Model. [20] The initial elastic yield surface, the failure surface, and the 

residual friction surface are the three stress limit surfaces in the Riedel-Hiermaier-Thoma 

(RHT) concrete model. Figure 4 shows the static compressive meridian surfaces. the strength 

reduction along the different meridians is explained by the surfaces as well as strain rate 

effects. The failure surface, or ultimate strength of the concrete, is         determined by 

material properties such as the concrete's compressive, tensile, and shear strengths. The initial 

yield surface is then created through user-input of percentages of the failure surface along the 

tensile and compressive meridian.  

 

 

Figure 4 Three surface concept for the concrete strength with hardening, failure and   residual 

friction. [20] 
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3.Standard Limits and Plan of Study. 
A case study of a model with several parameters is performed. Various approaches were taken 

in order to cause the least amount of damage to the reinforced concrete silo        construction 

under investigation. The inner diameter of the silo (10.00 m), the thickness of the concrete 

section of the silo wall (30 cm), the horizontal and vertical internal          reinforcement grid 

(12 mm @ 125 mm), the type of explosives (TNT and its quantity was 1000 kg), and the 

distance between the center of the explosives charge and the nearest point on the surface of 

the silo (10 m) were all made constant assumptions, as shown in Figure 5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. 3D Geometric view of a typical specimen of the reinforced concrete silo. 

Based on the previously mentioned assumptions, the following variables were studies: 

3.1. Different Shapes of Silos. 

 Two-dimensional analysis is used. This research discussed a) blast wave distribution around 

various geometries that are likely to be used in concrete silos in the actual world. b) the 

reflected pressure values on the front face. Circular, square, diamond, rectangle, oval, and 

hexagon were chosen as the six shapes. They were known as (Venn shapes). 

3.2 The effect of Variable Stiffness. 

 The effect of the K factor on the behavior of concrete silos was studied. The K factor is 

defined as the ratio of I / H, where I the moment of inertia for a cross-section of the silo and H 

is the silo's free height measured from the ground's surface. Based on the type of support, the 

study was divided into two groups (G1&G2). G1 included specimens with fixed support, 

whereas G2 included specimens with hinged support. Except for the K     factor, which ranged 

from 3.1 to 21.4, all variables in the two groups were equal.  

3.3The effect of Filling and Unloading Silos.  
Two sorts of loads have an impact on the silo. Internal material creates a static load, and the 

blast wave creates a dynamic load. The filling factor (Z) reflected the ratio L/H, where "L" 
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represents the height of the materials inside the silo and "H" represents the silo's free height. 

The only difference between the two groups was the form of support, which was separated 

into fixed and hinged support groups.  

4. Model Data  

4.1Geometry   

The Configuration of the groups, which were chosen for the study, are be presented in 

Table 1. Figure 5. illustrates typical dimensions for all models. 

4.2Material Properties. 

All material properties and EOS (Equation of State) were obtained from ANSYS    workbench 

Materials Library. Air, TNT, Concrete 35 MPa, and Steel 420 MPa were used for the 

numerical modeling and simulation. Other settings or parameters that are not   mentioned here 

are set to default values by ANSYS workbench code. Lagrange processor was applied for 

modeling solid continua and structures, while Euler processor was applied with the multi-

material flow for modeling fluids, gases, and large distortions. Erosion and Failure were 

applied to see distortion phenomena in Lagrange models. 

4.3 Boundary conditions and load conditions. 
The effect of the blast waves on reinforcement concrete silo was simulated in finite     element 

to give the same behavior in nature. Therefore, two types of supports have been assumed to 

study the response of the concrete silo to the compressive waves. 

The first type is fixed support in which the silo walls are completely attached to the base to 

prevent horizontal, vertical, and rotational movement.  The second type is hinged   support 

which is assumed to be identical to the hinged support of the frame to allow   rotation, and 

prevent horizontal and vertical movement. Figure 6 shows the shape of the fixed and hinged 

support. 

 

Figure 6. General Support Systems (fixed & hinged base) 
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Table 1. Standard limits for all samples of RC silos. 

Standard limits for all samples 
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5.Analysis of Results. 
 

The following analysis results will be discussed: the Blast-wave propagation, the      

concentration of reflected pressure, the maximum deflection, and the maximum         reflected 

pressure. The study results are graphically represented.  

δmax and PrMax were chosen as comparison points between the studied samples to evaluate the 

impact of blast load on the reinforced concrete silo, where δmax value of deflection at time 

2.18e-3 sec and PrMax is the maximum reflected pressure value measured on the front facade of 

the silo. 

 

 5.1 Case study No. I Geometric shape. 

Figure 7. illustrates the distributed explosion waves on different cross-sections of the silo. 

By monitoring distributed explosion waves behavior around the shapes, it was     noticed that 

the curvature of the silo's section shape has a significant impact on the waves flowing extent 

around cross-sections. The more convex the silo cross-section is, such as circular or oval-

shaped, the more it has the ability to penetrate waves without a high rise in the reflected 

pressure, unlike cross-sections with large confrontation areas, such as  rectangular or square-

shaped. Distributed explosion waves of silos with hexagon-shaped cross-sections are the most 

accepted amongst the various shapes previously mentioned.  

 
Figure 7. Propagation of blast wave around sample cross-sections. 
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Figure 8. discusses the reflected pressure values at point "a" (i.e., the closest point on the 

shape's perimeter to the TNT explosive charge), where it shows the highest value of the 

reflected pressure to the section with large confrontation areas, such as rectangular and square, 

unlike what happened to more convex sections. An inversely proportional        relationship 

was noticed between convexity and reflected pressure value, where the      Diamond-shaped 

cross-section had the lowest reflected pressure value at point "a". 

 
Figure 8. Comparison of reflected pressure-time curves for all point a (i.e., which is the closest 

point on the perimeter of the shape to the explosive charge). 

 

The more the shape's convexity and curvatures, such as circle and oval and hexagonal cross-

sections, the less the values are. Check a comparison in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9. Comparison of reflected pressure for all shapes at point a (i.e., which is the   closest 

point on the perimeter of the shape to the explosive charge). 
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5.2 Case study II. Variable stiffness. 
This case was concerned with the study of the effect of the variable stiffness of the    concrete 

section of the silos on the comparison points mentioned above for Group1 and Group2, which 

are similar in stiffness variable K but with different support, type fixed and hinged 

respectively. 

 

5.2.1. Analysis result of II.V-G1. 

 
Figure 10. illustrates the relationship between δmax (i.e., the maximum deflection at time 

2.18E-3 sec) and the K-modulus. The curve has been divided into three phases, which 

determined to what extent the variable stiffness affects the deflection of the RC silo. The first 

phase is the region in which the K value ranges from 21.4 to 7.2. Despite the large disparity in 

the K value, the δmax change was small. This first phase represents samples S01 to S03. The 

second phase represents samples S03 to S06, and in this phase, there is a     noticeable increase 

in δmax values with the changeover of K values. 

The third phase represents the remainder of the samples, noticed that the rate of change 

between K and δmax of this stage is the most eminent, meaning that a small increase in the 

value of K leads to a marked increase in the value of the maximum deflection of RC silo. The 

value of the deviation δmax at the time of 2.18E-3 sec & K, chosen for the study, as shown in 

Table 2 

 

 

Table 2. Values of Max. deflection δmax at time 2.18E-3 sec and Stiffness modulus K  for 

Group 1. 

No. O. S K Time (sec) δmax (mm) 

II.V-G1-S01 21.40 2.18E-03 11.695 

II.V-G1-S02 10.70 2.18E-03 11.82 

II.V-G1-S03 7.10 2.18E-03 11.795 

II.V-G1-S04 5.40 2.18E-03 12.104 

II.V-G1-S05 4.30 2.18E-03 12.323 

II.V-G1-S06 3.60 2.18E-03 12.625 

II.V-G1-S07 3.10 2.18E-03 13.389 

NO. S (i.e., Number of Samples). 
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Figure 10. Relationship between K (i.e., Stiffness modulus) & δmax  (i.e., Max. deflection 

(mm)) of Group1. 

5.2.2. Analysis result of II.V-G2. 
Figure 11. illustrates the relationship between δmax (i.e the maximum deflection at time 

2.18E-3 sec) and the K-modulus. The curve has been divided into three phases, which 

determined to what extent the variable stiffness affects the deflection of the RC silo. The first 

phase is the region in which the K value is from 21.4 to 10.70 despite the large disparity in the 

K value, the δmax change was small, and the first phase represents samples S01 to S02. The 

second phase represents samples S02 to S05, and in this phase, there is a noticeable increase 

in δmax values with the changeover of K values. The third phase represents the remainder of 

the samples, noticed that the rate of change between K and δmax of this stage is the most 

eminent, meaning that a small increase in the value of K leads to a marked increase in the 

value of the maximum deflection of RC silo. The value of the deviation δmax at the time of 

2.18E-3 sec & K, chosen for the study, will be shown in Table3. 

 

Table 3. Values of Max. deflection δmax at time 2.18E-3 sec and Stiffness modulus K for 

Group 2. 

NO. S (i.e., Number of Samples). 

No. O. S K Time (sec) δmax (mm) 

II.V-G2-S01 21.40 2.18E-03 8.6376 

II.V-G2-S02 10.70 2.18E-03 9.3781 

II.V-G2-S03 7.10 2.18E-03 10.101 

II.V-G2-S04 5.40 2.18E-03 10.612 

II.V-G2-S05 4.30 2.18E-03 11.027 

II.V-G2-S06 3.60 2.18E-03 11.504 

II.V-G2-S07 3.10 2.18E-03 12.377 
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Figure 11. Relationship between K (i.e., stiffness modulus) & δmax  (i.e., Max. deflection 

(mm)) of Group2. 

5.2.3 Comparison between II.V-G1 and II.V-G2. 
 Figure 12. illustrates the comparison between the two groups, and as mentioned        

previously that the only difference between them is the type of support. Group 1 is fixed 

support and the second is hinged support. It was noticed that the deflection values in the group 

with the hinged support are less than their fixed counterpart. This is due to the presence of the 

hinged support in the silos, which gives it flexibility, which in turn,     reduces the absorption 

of blast waves, in contrast to the fixed support. 
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Figure 12. Group1 and Group 2 results for the relationship between K (i.e., stiffness modulus) 

& δmax (i.e., Max. deflection (mm)) .` 

5.3 Case study III. Filling & unloading. 

This case was concerned with the study of the effect of the Filling & unloading of 

concrete silos when exposed to Blast load. The comparison points mentioned above for 

Group1 and Group2 are similar in rates of filling & unloading and different only in the type of 

support fixed and hinged respectively. Maximum deflection values for different samples of the 

two groups are presented below. 

5.3.1 Analysis result of III.F-G1. 

Figure 13 shows the relationship between δmax (i.e. the maximum deformation of the RC 

silo) and the coefficient Z (i.e. Filling rate). The values Z & δmax have an inverse relationship 

due to the loading effect to the section. In this case, is the difference in    pressure resulting 

from dynamic and static loads. The values of δmax & Z are shown in Table 4.  

Table 4. Values of Max. deflection δmax & Filling factor Z Group1. 

No. O. S Z δmax (mm) 
III.F-G1-S01 0.00% 45.985 

III.F-G1-S02 14.29% 45.719 

III.F-G1-S03 28.57% 45.021 

III.F-G1-S04 42.86% 44.315 

III.F-G1-S05 57.14% 43.279 

III.F-G1-S06 71.43% 42.607 

III.F-G1-S07 85.71% 40.813 

III.F-G1-S08 100.00% 39.36 

NO. S (i.e., Number of Samples). 
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Figure 13. Relationship between δmax (i.e., Max. deflection (mm)) & Z (i.e.,   Filling 

factor) of (III.F. Group1). 

 

5.3.2 Analysis result of III.F-G2. 
Figure 14 shows the relationship between δmax (i.e. maximum deformation of an RC silo) 

and the coefficient Z (i.e., packing rate). The results show a similarity in that there is an 

inverse relationship between δmax & Z, just as for group 1. but It was observed that the 

deformation values were lower than those of group 1. Therefore, the deformation results for 

the two groups should be compared. The values of δmax & Z will be shown in Table 5. 

 

Table 5. Values of Max. deflection δmax & Filling factor Z Group2    

No. O. S Z δmax (mm) 
III.F-G2-S01 0.00% 38.749 

III.F-G2-S02 14.29% 38.415 

III.F-G2-S03 28.57% 37.403 

III.F-G2-S04 42.86% 36.257 

III.F-G2-S05 57.14% 34.865 

III.F-G2-S06 71.43% 33.363 

III.F-G2-S07 85.71% 31.503 

III.F-G2-S08 100.00% 28.664 

NO. S (i.e., Number of Samples). 
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Figure 14. Relationship between δmax (i.e., Max. deflection (mm)) & Z (i.e., Filling   factor). 

of (III.F. Group2). 

5.3.3 Comparison between III.F-G1and III.F-G2. 

Figure 15 shows a comparison between the two groups, with the sole variation being the 

sort of support provided, as previously stated. Support that is both fixed and hinged. As RC 

silos were provided flexibility through hinged support, deformation values were     reduced by 

16 to 27 percent when compared to the fixed support group. 

 
Figure 15. III.F. Group1 and III.F. Group 2 results for the relationship between δmax (i.e., 

Max. deflection (mm)) & Z (i.e., Filling factor). 
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6. Conclusion. 
This study was a diligent trial to spot the light on some factors (architectural,    

topographic, and design factors) that can be taken into consideration to provide extra    

protection to strategic structures against the explosions and to define to what extent these 

factors can effectively decrease the damage.  

The use of a more convex and curved horizontal section had a significant impact on the 

shape‘s ability to penetrate the explosion waves without the concentration of the reflected 

pressure on its perimeter. It was noticed that the value of the reflected pressure measured on 

the front face of the circular section is less than its counterpart for the rectangular section by 

17.80%, and also the value measured on the front face of the diamond section is less than its 

counterpart for the rectangle section by 58.8%. 

For the role that stiffness plays in resisting the blasting load, it was concluded that 

increasing stiffness is very effective for resisting blast loads when the value of (K)factor is 

less than 9.00 (as an average value) which decreases effectively RC silo defamation but higher 

than that it would not give the desired results i.e., it would decrease the          deformation 

value but not as effective as the previous state. the deformation value      decreases due to 

increasing the value of the stiffness coefficient (K) by 12.65% in the case of fixed support and 

by 30.21% in the case of hinged support. 

Controlling the RC silo fill state, statistical speaking, so that it would be semi-full at most 

times would provide additional protection (according to the inverse relationship between the 

filling factor and the deformation of the silo that this study stated). the deformation value 

decreases due to increasing the value of the filling coefficient (Z) by 14.6% in the case of 

fixed support and by 26.00% in the case of hinged support. 

Support type also has a significant effect on the deformation value. The more flexible the 

support is the less the deformation value gets. where the use of hinged support reduced the 

value of deformation by 27% nearly compared to its counterpart in the case of using fixed 

support. 

In the future, it is possible to study other factors that may influence to provide       

additional protection, such as the percentage of steel within the concrete section, and the use 

of additives in concrete 
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